Triggering and enhancing chaos with a prescribed target Lyapunov exponent using optimized perturbations of minimum power.
The objective of the present work is to propose a method for nonfeedback anticontrol of chaos with perturbations of minimum power for a preset control goal. The noted Lorenz system is employed as the test model for chaotification with the target state specified by a prescribed positive value of the largest Lyapunov exponent (LLE), lambda[over ]>0 . Periodic and quasiperiodic perturbations are used as control signals, and the signals parameters are optimized using a genetic algorithm under restriction of minimum power. Performance of the optimized signals in triggering chaos at an ordered state, fixed point or periodic, as well as further enhancing chaoticity at a chaotic state is explored. The present numerical experiments reveal the following interesting physics about chaotification. In general, the power for chaotification increases with the preset value of lambda and quasiperiodic signals can achieve the control goal with a lower power than periodic ones. Given the same increment of LLE from that of the uncontrolled state (lambda1,0) , i.e., Deltalambda=lambda-lambda1,0, the further enhancement of chaoticity in a chaotic state needs a higher control power than the triggering of chaos from an ordered state. The minimum power required for chaotification of an ordered state increases relatively slowly for lower lambda[over ] but increases drastically as the preset target LLE reaches a certain critical value. Most strikingly, the numerical experiments demonstrate that this critical value of lambda corresponds to LLE of the nearest chaotic state in the neighborhood of the uncontrolled state. Robustness of applying the present method in the presence of external noise is also demonstrated.